Stop Mobile Chernobyl -- Senate bill 1240

NO FUKUSHIMA FREEWAYS in IL!
Your U.S. Senators need to hear from you -- NO high-level
radioactive waste shell game!
The Nuclear Waste Management Act of 2013, S. 1240 would
set up so-called "temporary" storage sites for high level
radioactive waste (HLRW) from nuclear power reactors with no
guarantee of a permanent disposal site. If storage is centralized
that means the waste will move twice, doubling the potential
for transport accidents.
“To or through,” Illinois has become a target for the
unnecessary transport and storage of HLRW. A 2012 study done
at Oak Ridge National Lab suggests that Illinois would be the
ideal FIRST candidate for these “parking lot dumps” – adding as
much as 9,000 more tons to Illinois’ present 9,000+ ton inventory of HLRW.
The legislation also mandates a "volunteer" system. Would your community WANT to be the
nation’s temporary or permanent garbage dump for highly radioactive waste?
CALL NOW -- 202-224-3121 (Capitol Switchboard); or, call Sens. Durbin (202-224-2152) and Kirk (202224-2854). Tell them: Oppose S. 1240! Sign-on-line at: http://www.nirs.org/ .
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We have NO confidence in NRC’s “waste confidence”!

THE ISSUE: a Federal court removed the NRC's ability/authority to take
any license action that expands production of irradiated fuel rods. This includes
granting a license for a new reactor, or extending the license for an operating
reactor. The courts no longer accept without hard proof (better technical
analysis) NRC’s long-standing verbal “waste confidence mantra” that a permanent
radioactive waste disposal solution would “someday” be found; and ordered NRC
to conduct such study before it would reinstate NRC’s licensing authority.

WHAT WE WANT: a law/statement that UNLESS and UNTIL permanent
isolation of the existing waste from the biosphere has been demonstrated, and a
disposal facility sited, there should be no confidence in licensing further waste production, and NRC should not
have authority to do so. We don’t build skyscrapers without bathrooms. We shouldn’t let the nuclear industry
and NRC operate without one, either.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: 1.) make plans to attend and testify at one of the 12 upcoming public meetings
NRC is scheduling nationwide to take public comment on this “waste confidence” rule. Dates and locations will
be posted to the NEIS website Calendar, Chicago meeting, Nov. 12th; 2.) E-mail comments opposing NRC’s
waste confidence to: Rulemaking.Comments@nrc.gov, citing Docket ID No. NRC–2012–0246

For updates and more information:

Nuclear Energy Information Service

www.neis.org

70,000+ tons of high level radioactive waste and no place to
permanently put it. It is not safe and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
wants to keep stockpiling it in our communities for over 100 years.
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